NLP methods for automatic information access to rich technological knowledge sources like patents are of great value. One important resource for accessing this knowledge is the technical terminology of the patent domain. In this paper, we address the problem of automatic terminology acquisition (ATA), i.e., the problem of automatically identifying all technical terms in a document. We analyze technical terminology in patents and define the concept of technical term based on the analysis. We present a novel method for labeling large amounts of high-quality training data for ATA in an unsupervised fashion. We train two ATA methods on this training data, a term candidate classifier and a conditional random field (CRF), and investigate the utility of different types of features. Finally, we show that our method of automatically generating training data is effective and the two ATA methods successfully generalize, considerably increasing recall while preserving high precision relative to a state-of-the-art baseline.
Introduction
A large part of our technological knowledge is encoded in patents. Methods for automatically finding information in patents and inferring information from patents are thus of great value. An important step in getting access to patent information is identification of technical terminology, i.e., finding the linguistic expressions that denote the technical concepts of a patent: the methods, processes, substances and objects that are part of the invention or modified by it. In the example "The present invention relates to a charging apparatus of a bicycle dynamo", the bolded compound nouns are the main content words and refer to specific technological concepts. We call such linguistic expressions (technical) terms or terms and their totality the (technical) terminology of a document or domain.
We address the task of automatic terminology acquisition (ATA), the task of finding technical terms in texts without reliance on existing resources that list terms of the domain. In contrast to this stands automatic terminology recognition (ATR), which we define as finding known terms and their variants (Jacquemin and Bourigault, 2003) . ATA provides input to downstream components like automatic summarization, machine translation, ontology building, information extraction and retrieval. terms extracted by ATA can be semantically classified or mapped to entries in a semantic database (Krauthammer and Nenadic, 2004 ), but we focus on identifying them without further classification in this paper.
Our main contributions are as follows. (i) We present a method for automatically labeling large amounts of training data for ATA. (ii) We show that two types of statistical classifiers trained on this training data beat a state-of-the-art baseline, indicating that the automatic labeling is of high quality. (iii) We study different feature types for ATA and investigate how much they contribute to good performance. We investigate a semi-supervised setting in which features are selected based on a manually labeled evaluation set and a completely unsupervised setting where the feature selection is performed on an automatically produced set. (iv) Finally, we show that performance strongly depends on correct identification of the boundaries of terms and could be enhanced considerably by improving candidate identification.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives a definition of technical terminology and provides a brief analysis of terms in patents. Section 3 presents related work. Section 4 describes the architecture of our ATA system: preprocessing, linguistic filtering, automatic labeling of training data, feature selection and postprocessing. Section 5 reports evaluation results and analyzes selected features and errors. Section 6 presents our conclusions. 
Problem Description
Let w 1...k be a sequence of words w 1 , w 2 , . . . , w k and w k a head noun. w 1...k is a term of domain D iff (i) the head noun w k is unmodified (k = 1) or (for k > 1) is modified by sequences of other nouns ("disk controller"), adjectives ("secondary controller") or present participles ("writing controller") and (ii) it denotes a concept specific to D.
(i) and (ii) describe the syntactic and semantic properties of a term, respectively. Part (i) restricts terms to parts of noun phrases. This is a reasonable restriction that covers most technical terms (Daille et al., 1996) and it has been frequently made in the computational terminology literature. We exclude comparatives and superlatives as modifying adjectives because they are rarely used attributively in patents and usually modify quantities or qualities of terms(e.g., "higher shunt currents"); in other words, only "positive" (base-form) adjectives are included in our definition. Note that the number of tokens per term is not restricted by the definition. Our approach aims to find terms of arbitrary length.
Part (ii) of the definition restricts terms to be specific to a domain D. We can set D to a general domain like 'electricity' and be on a par with many prior definitions (Ananiadou, 1994; Georgantopoulos and Piperidis, 2000; ), but we can also set D to a narrow domain like 'emergency protective circuit arrangements' (IPC code 1 H02H). Here, we choose the most general technical domain possible: the domain of all technical subjects. This is a good setting for many downstream tasks, e.g., information retrieval should benefit from a broad coverage of D. It also makes annotation easier: Non-experts can carry it out with good agreement (Section 5.1) because they simply look for all technical expressions.
The syntactic and semantic parts of our definition of term correspond to the concepts of unithood and termhood , respectively. Unithood is the degree to which a sequence of tokens is a linguistic unit; and termhood the degree to which a linguistic unit is a term of a domain (Kageura and Umino, 1996) . Both aspects have to be covered by ATA systems.
Terms in Patents
In addition to traditional terms like simple nouns (1, "voltage"), modified nouns (2, "secondary arm") and nouns modified by prepositional phrases (3, "trajectory of the lever"), patents provide also coordinations (4, "constant and variable current") and complex constructions (5, "storage device storing a target temperature value which a battery is intended to reach").
For ATA, it seems advisable to exclude infrequent and complex nominal expressions from the definition of term, both from a terminological and a computational point of view. Most nominal expressions that are generally viewed as terms are single nouns, compound nouns, and nouns with an adjectival modifier (Daille et al., 1996) ; our syntactic definition covers these three types. Nominal expressions like (5) tend to be long; if we were to count such cases as terms, then it would be unclear where the term ends. When analyzing (5), our first take might be that there is a nucleus ("storage device") which is modified by a verbal phrase ("storing a target temperature value") and that the rest of the phrase is not part of the term. But it turns out that the whole phrase appears multiple times in its patent; it is a stable way of denoting a part of the invention. However, the underlying concept is also denoted by simpler constructions like the nucleus itself, or synonymous terms like "control circuit"; these simpler constructions are covered by our definition.
Coordinations like (4) mix multiple concepts (here, "constant current" and "variable current") without making this explicit on the surface. It is difficult to identify "constant current" as a potential term because it is non-contiguous and is only indicated by an adjective. Our treatment of coordinations in this paper is to only consider sequences satisfying the syntactic definition (i.e., "variable current") to be terms and discard other parts (i.e., "constant"). Of course, if both conjuncts are complete terms and satisfy the syntactic definition, both will be identified as terms.
Finally, prepositional phrases like (3) are rather infrequent compared to terms covered by our syntactic definition. They also tend to be highly ambiguous and the underlying concept is often expressed by terms covered by our definition ("lever trajectory").
Related Work
Previous work on ATA either employs filtering or sequence models. Filtering combines linguistic and statistical criteria for (i) extracting a list of candidates (typically word n-grams) based on simple linguistic criteria, (ii) computing candidate statistics and (iii) using ranking, classification or some other mechanism for producing a pruned list of terms as output. Because variation of the surface form of terms is limited, it makes sense to use word n-grams as the basis for candidate identification -even though there are cases that cannot be found this way, e.g., "constant current" or alternations like "pressure regulating valve" vs. "valve regulating pressure".
The main difference between ATA methods that rely on filtering is in how they accomplish the ranking/pruning of the candidate list. See Kageura and Umino (1996) , Jacquemin (2001) and Pazienza et al. (2005) for an overview. In this paper, we accomplish this by training a statistical model to classify term candidates. We also run experiments with a sequence model. Our main innovation is that these models are trained on automatically labeled training data.
It is difficult to directly compare computational terminology systems because of differences in domain, language, application and task definition. As an example consider Takeuchi and Collier (2005) who report an F 1 of .742. However, their task definition includes assigning terms to pre-defined categories such as DNA and protein as opposed to simply identifying terms. In addition, terminologies in the biomedical and technological domains are different. In biomedicine, categories like DNA and protein dominate. For these terms, shape features are informative -in contrast to terms in patents. Another difference is that terms in patents tend to be long whereas DNA and proteins are often single-token abbreviations.
Training Data Collection
One of our main contributions is unsupervised training data generation (Section 4.3). Prior work has used automatically recognized training data for computational terminology, specifically for ATR (Craven and Kumlien, 1999; Hatzivassiloglou et al., 2001; Morgan et al., 2003; in the biomedical domain. Given large precompiled term lists they search for occurrences of list elements, e.g., genes, in texts and use the occurrences they find as training examples. This is similar to distant supervision (Mintz et al., 2009 ) which also uses pre-existing resources such as gazetteers for, e.g., relation extraction.
In contrast, our method is applied to ATA for the technological domain and does not rely on precompiled resources -we make use of figure references, which are an inherent part of patents. Our method can be characterized as training data identification: we exploit given conditions in patents for our search of training data. In contrast, training data recognition methods need precompiled resources as input and search for instances of resource elements in texts.
Learning Algorithms and Features
Different learning algorithms and feature sets have been used for computational terminology. Foo and Merkel (2010) use Ripper (Cohen, 1995) with a variety of features to classify uni-and bigram term candidates. Hatzivassiloglou et al. (2001) compare C4.5 (Quinlan, 1993) and Naive Bayes (Duda and Hart, 1973) . acquire novel terms using CRFs and syntactic features. Takeuchi and Collier (2005) find that more training data results in higher F scores. Large training sets have the same positive effect in our experiments. Our approach has the added advantage that the training sets are generated completely automatically.
Approach
As discussed in the introduction, we address the problem of ATA. We use the abbreviation ATAS (automatic terminology acquisition system) to refer to our approach in general as well as to the specific implementation we evaluate in this paper.
ATAS consists of three parts: (i) training set generation, (ii) parameter selection and training of the term candidate classifier (ATAS-TC) and the CRF (ATAS-CRF) and (iii) identification of terminology in documents.
Processing in step (iii) is document by document because some of our features are document-based. ATAS takes a document as input and identifies all terms in the document, using the term candidate classifier or the CRF learned in (ii).
The term candidate classifier (ATAS-TC) decides on entire (multi-token) candidates while the CRF decides on single tokens. ATAS-TC heavily relies on candidate computation and its decisions are mutually independent, which is clearly incorrect. In contrast, ATAS-CRF is less dependent on candidate computation and models dependence of decisions correctly; but it lacks the more 'global' view of ATAS-TC on entire candidates. We want to investigate which approach is more suited for ATA.
In what follows we describe how we preprocess patents, the linguistic filters used to implement our syntactic definition of term, automatic labeling of training data (step (i) of ATAS), training of term candidate classifier and CRF (step (ii) of ATAS), features and feature selection.
Preprocessing
The preprocessing pipeline consists of the ANNIE tokenizer, OpenNLP sentence splitter, Mate POS tagger (Bohnet (2010) , retrained for patents) and Mate lemmatizer. Preprocessing has a big influence on computational terminology because special domain text poses problems for off-the-shelf components. For example, patents tend to use common language words in rare functions or meanings, e.g., "said" as a de facto determiner in contexts such as "the structure of said component". Other problems are the use of special language words, e.g., substances like "triphenylphosphine" and acronyms like "AC". Such properties pose serious problems to POS taggers. Patent citations, acronyms and even product names can include punctuation, confusing sentence splitters. Chemical formulas may confuse tokenizers.
We adapted our POS tagger and sentence splitter for patent language to deal with unusual punctuation and POS tags -especially unusual POS tags of common-language words like "said". This adaptation involves training on a manually labeled training set of patent text and some other adjustments; e.g., we only allow the tag NN for the acronyms "AC", "DC" and "A/D".
Filter
We now describe how we find term candidates that satisfy the syntactic definition; recall that only (possibly modified) nouns can be terms (Section 2).
In general, candidate identification strategies using linguistic knowledge perform better. There are two different strategies of this type: (i) parsing the sentence, extracting nominal chunks from the parse and further processing the nominal chunks and (ii) POS tagging the sentence and extracting word sequences that satisfy a set of predefined POS patterns. Because many patent sentences are long and difficult to parse, we adopt the POS pattern approach in this paper. To this end, we define two simple POS-based rules for finding term candidates.
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PREMODS. This rule defines a modifier sequence. It matches a sequence of noun pre-modifiers: (JJ|"/"|VBG|RB|N(N|P))*.
3 We include RB because the POS tagger sometimes misclassifies JJ as RB. We include "/" because the tokenizer splits abbreviations containing it.
CANDIDATE. This rule defines a term candidate. It matches either a single noun or PREMODS followed by a noun: (PREMODS N(N|P)). The last noun must be longer than two characters. We add a flag indicating if the candidate comes before a figure reference. A figure reference consists of an optional keyword (e.g., " Figure" , " Fig." ) and a sequence of numbers and letters, optionally enclosed in parentheses.
We select the longest match in case of overlapping matches and the first longest match in case of overlapping matches of the same length.
These simple rules will find all terms -as well as many non-terms that we will train ATAS to identifywith two exceptions. First, due to POS errors some candidates are spurious. Second, unwanted modifiers may be part of candidates. E.g., the rules will only identify "same battery" as a candidate and not "battery". But only "battery" is a valid term. To address the latter, we manually compiled a stop list of 67 modifiers, mostly numerals ("first") and adjectives in anaphoric function ("above-mentioned"). These modifiers are removed from term candidates.
Automatic Labeling of Training Data
We view ATA as either a binary classification task where a term candidate classifier decides if a candidate is a term or not, or as a sequence labeling task where a CRF decides if a token (word) belongs to a term or not.
Large training sets are needed to train such models. Usually, these sets are produced by expensive human labeling. We present a method for generating high quality training data in an unsupervised way without the necessity of precompiled resources. In principle, our method can be used for any language for which machine-readable patents are available.
Our starting point is that patents typically contain figure references, i.e., pointers to drawings illustrating the invention or its parts. Consider the example: ". . . so that first clamp-holding secondary arms (1) . . . " Here, the figure reference ("(1)") points to the illustration " Figure 1" and is preceded by the illustrated term ("clamp-holding secondary arms"). Illustrated terms may be concrete, as in this example, or abstract, e.g., a diagram illustrating properties of a method.
We call a term candidate that precedes a figure reference a basic figure reference term candidate (bFRTC). In a manual inspection of bFRTCs in 12 patents we found that almost 95% of bFRTCs were terms. Thus, bFRTCs can be used as positive training examples because they usually denote technical concepts; they have the advantage of being identifiable with high precision using simple patterns.
Once the bFRTCs have been identified, there is a simple way to further increase the size of the training data: we add all extended FRTCs (eFRTCs) to the training set, where we define an eFRTC as a term candidate whose suffix is a bFRTC. E.g., if we have identified "shunt current" as a bFRTC, then "AC shunt current" is an eFRTC. eFRTCs typically are hyponyms since the modifiers added at the beginning restrict the bFRTC to a more specific meaning. This kind of hyponymy is a special case of term derivation, a modification where a base term is further specified by prefixes (Daille et al., 1996) . The strategy of identifying eFRTCs can also be applied to free word order languages because figure references tend to have a local and fixed occurrence pattern similar to English. We use the term FRTC to refer to both bFRTCs and eFRTCs.
We identify all FRTCs and add them as positive examples to the training set. We also add the 5% most frequent candidates as positive examples; most of them are FRTCs, so that this step usually adds few new training examples.
We label the following candidates as negative training examples: candidates appearing only once in a patent; patent citations; and measurements. Citations and measurements ("3 cm") are clear nonterms. We identify them using regular expressions. Many singletons are non-terms because they denote common language (i.e., nontechnical) concepts, e.g., "time". These heuristics for finding negative training examples are not applied to a candidate if it has the same head as a positive training example.
We exclude from the training set candidates that do not satisfy any positive or negative criteria.
Classifiers
We use the L2-regularized logistic regression of LIBLINEAR (Fan et al., 2008) as our term candidate classifier. We use LIBLINEAR's default normalization for continuous-valued attributes (normalization to range [0, 1]) and the default representation for categorical attributes. As LIBLINEAR cannot handle missing values, we replace them with their means and modes. We set the regularization parameter c = 1. Our sequence model is CRF++ 4 , order 1, with default parameters. The CRF features are adapted from the ATAS-TC features, e.g., term-level features (e.g., TFIDF) are propagated down to the individual tokens of the term. We also include word trigrams. We discretize numeric features to three values.
Features
We developed a set of 74 features for ATA. Some of these features are taken from the literature, some are specific to our approach and make use of the concept of FRTC and some exploit other properties of patents (e.g., the importance of the title and the claims in patents). A final group consists of other novel features that we designed in the course of developing our system. We now provide an overview. c refers to a term candidate.
Corpus and document statistics. This feature type captures termhood and unithood of c as well as the position of c's first occurrence in the document. We use a corpus of technical text C T and a general language corpus C G . For every c ∈ C T we collect the number of patents it appears in, its frequency and its FRTC frequency, i.e., the number of its occurrences that are FRTCs. Features that are intended to indicate termhood include simple frequencies and distributional characteristics (in C T or in a single patent). Finally, we define a measure of frequency deviation (or 'keywordness') of h(c), the head of c:
f C G (resp., f C T ) are the frequencies in C G (resp., C T ), |X| is the sum of frequencies of all x ∈ X. bias(h(c)) measures the deviation between expected frequency of the head of c (estimated on C G ) and its actual frequency. The intuition here is that the frequency of a general language noun like "time" will be similar over text types, resulting in a lower bias.
Context. This feature type captures unigrams and bigrams adjacent to c as well as their POS tags. Part-of-speech. This feature type captures the POS sequence of c. A patent usually focuses on a narrow technological subdomain. As a result, many of its terms are semantically related to each other. We would like to include features that directly capture semantic similarity to other terms because a candidate that is semantically similar to several other already recognized terms is likely to be a term itself.
Our goal in this paper is to address ATA using simple and efficient methods. For this reason, we approximate semantic similarity using string similarity because a subset of semantically similar terms are also similar on the surface. E.g., the semantic similarity between "AC power supply source" and "AC supply source" also manifests itself as string similarity.
String similarity. When designing a similarity measure, we wanted it to satisfy the following criteria: (i) more words in common should result in higher scores and (ii) words in common towards the end of the two strings should be weighted higher than words in common at the beginning. The motivation for (ii) is that candidates differing only in initial modifiers are often cohyponyms and highly related; conversely, candidates with different heads are often not related.
To implement this, we represent a candidate c as a vector c in |V |-dimensional space where V is the vocabulary. c i is set to the position of word w i in c if it occurs and 0 otherwise. The string similarity between c and c is then defined as the cosine of c and c . Example: for "AC power supply source" and "AC supply source", we get the vectors (1, 2, 3, 4) and (1, 0, 2, 3) and the cosine .927; comparing the first string with "AC power supply" with the vector (1, 2, 3, 0) we get the cosine .683.
Features in our initial set of 74 that make use of this semantic similarity are: maximum similarity of c to any FRTC, average similarity of c to all FRTCs in the patent and similarity of c to the rightmost term candidate in the title. Frantzi and Ananiadou (1997) define C-value(c) as:
where T c is the set of term candidates containing c and f is frequency in C T . C-value is high for term candidates that are frequent and occur as parts of many other term candidates -this is a good indicator of termhood.
Experiments and Evaluation

Data Sets
We hired three students with a bachelor degree in computer science to annotate 16 patents. The test set T l test consists of 5 patents annotated by all three students. We used majority voting to produce the final gold annotations. The devset T l dev consists of the remaining 11 patents. Each T l dev sentence was annotated by one student.
Inter-annotator agreement on T l test was .76 (Fleiss' κ). Most disagreements concern modifiers or common nouns (e.g., the term "battery" was often not annotated). More extensive training of the annotators should reduce these problems considerably.
As unlabeled data we randomly selected 390 technology patents. We use 365 as T u tdg for training data generation and 25 as T u sel for unsupervised feature selection. We made sure the 390 documents are not in T l dev and T l test . We excluded chemical patents because standard preprocessing components often fail for chemical formulas. Table 1 gives data set statistics.
As our technical corpus C T we use T u tdg and as our general corpus C G all nouns in the 2000 most frequent English words from Project Gutenberg 5 . This list contains many general nouns which also appear in patents (e.g., "time") without containing many technical terms (e.g., "battery"); this way, C T and C G give us a good contrast between technical and non-technical vocabularies (cf. Section 4.5).
One obstacle to comparing systems for ATA in the technical domain is the lack of publicly available evaluation benchmarks. We are making our data sets and the annotation guidelines available 6 .
Baselines
We define the FRTC baseline as the system that labels all FRTCs and only FRTCs as terms. Almost all FRTCs are terms, but many terms are not FRTCs; thus, the FRTC baseline has high precision and low recall. Our goal is to preserve high precision while considerably increasing recall, or to generalize well from FRTCs to other terms. Our state of the art baseline is Z-CRF, a reimplementation of the CRF described in . Its feature representation includes POS tags, unigrams, bigrams and syntactic information, e.g., the number of times a particular token is used in a syntactic function like subject in the training set. Syntactic information is extracted with Mate (Bohnet, 2010) . Z-CRF is trained on T u tdg , just as ATAS. Our last baseline is the well-known C-value (Frantzi and Ananiadou, 1997) . Like our first baseline, it needs no training data. In contrast to our first baseline, it was specifically designed for terminology acquisition. It combines observations about statistical and linguistic properties of terms, i.e., a candidate is preferred as a term if it is long and frequently appears as substring of other candidates. Following Frantzi and Ananiadou (1997) we regard a candidate as term if its C-value it not zero; unlike them, we do not restrict the length of terms because the computation of long terms did not pose computational problems for us.
Evaluation Setup
We evaluate ATAS using precision, recall and F 1 . Evaluation is based on candidate tokens (as opposed to candidate types or word tokens); e.g., each instance of a candidate term that is incorrectly classified as a term is a false positive. Evaluation is strict in the sense that a term is counted as a false positive if there is a single token that is added or missed.
We evaluate ATAS in two settings. In the system (S) setting, the ATAS pipeline described in Section 4 (ATAS-TC or ATAS-CRF) is used to identify term candidates. This is the real-world setting since errors in term candidate identification -misplaced boundaries, missing candidates, etc. -are a major source of error in ATA.
We would also like to evaluate candidate classification on gold boundaries (manually verified boundaries of term candidates); this allows us to quantify by how much performance can be improved if candidate identification is perfect. However, since gold boundary annotation is expensive, we instead approximated it: (i) We run automatic term candidate identification. (ii) We remove all term candidates that overlap with gold (manually annotated) terms. (iii) The set of gold term candidates is then the union of all remaining automatically identified candidates and the manually annotated terms.
In the gold boundary (G) setting, we provide these gold term candidates to the ATAS pipeline. This allows us to evaluate the performance of term/non-term classification separately from term candidate identification.
Feature Selection
For our feature set of 74, we perform forward feature selection for the term candidate classifier by selecting the feature in each step that maximizes system F 1 . We perform feature selection (i) on the manually labeled set T l dev (to gauge performance for an optimal or close-to-optimal feature set) and (ii) on the automatically labeled set T u sel (to gauge the performance in a completely unsupervised setting). In the following we explain both settings in more detail. Table 2 gives the features selected in supervised feature selection, i.e., when features are optimized on T l dev . Precision remains stable, except for a drop on line 3. Recall rises steadily from .797 to .893. F 1 increases from .748 to .798.
The best feature (line 1) is the mean string similarity of a term candidate c to all FRTCs in a document (Section 4.5). Together with the next best feature (frequency of c as an FRTC in C T ) and feature 5 (is Table 3 : System (S) and gold boundary (G) results with supervised (S-SEL) and unsupervised (U-SEL) feature selection. * : significantly lower than corresponding ATAS-TC and ATAS-CRF scores.
c followed by a figure reference?) this supports our intuition for using FRTCs for automatic training set generation because they are indeed strong indicators for termness. Additionally, feature 9 indicates that candidates occurring often with FRTCs in sentences are probably terms. Feature 4 (is c uppercase?) is selected because uppercase term candidates are often abbreviations and terms. Feature 3 (TFIDF of c) hurts precision, but increases recall, resulting in increased F 1 . This feature models the hypothesis that a term is frequent in some patents but does not occur in many patents. Patent writers often invent novel terms rather than using standard ones to make finding a patent hard. Thus, a term candidate that occurs often in a few patents could be such an obfuscating term.
TFIDF is low for terms with small term frequency. Features 6 (TFIDF of h(c)) and 10 (C-value of c) can help correctly identify such term candidates as terms.
Features 8 and 11 incorporate information from the general purpose corpus C G . Feature 8 contrasts the frequency of c in C G with its frequency in C T -frequencies of terms are higher in C T , frequencies of non-terms are similar in both corpora. Feature 11 is complementary to this. It makes it more probable that c is a non-term if its head appears more often in C G . Additionally, string similarity with the patent's title is an effective feature.
Unsupervised feature selection, i.e., selection on T u sel , selected seven features that are similar to those selected by supervised selection and that we will discuss now. The best unsupervised feature (maximum string similarity, 1) and the best supervised feature (mean string similarity) both capture partial string overlap of c and FRTCs. For similar reasons, the feature "string similarity of c and rightmost NP in patent title" (2) -which exploits the importance of the title in analogy to the importance of figure references -is selected.
Other selected features (relative patent frequency of c and its head (3, 4), number of patent sentences in which c occurs with FRTCs (5), patent frequency of c = 1?(6)) are also similar to the features selected in the supervised setting. They capture frequency distributions of c. However, while many features in the supervised setting capture distributions of c in C T , in the unsupervised setting, distributions of c in the patent are more important. The reason may be that C T -based features (which use all technical text as opposed to the relevant patent in question) are harder to recognize as good predictors if the set used for selection is automatically labeled and hence noisier.
The last unsupervised feature captures the length of c in tokens (7). Manual inspection revealed that on average terms have more tokens than non-terms (1.9 vs. 1.3). Table 3 gives evaluation results for ATA on T l dev and T l test . We report results for the ATAS versions (ATAS-TC, ATAS-CRF) and for the baselines (Z-CRF, C-value, FRTC) as well as for using supervised (S-SEL) and unsupervised feature selection (U-SEL) in system setting (S) and gold boundary setting (G).
ATAS Results
Differences in F 1 between ATAS and baselines (marked with a †) are significant at p < .01. 7 If not stated otherwise, numbers below are for the system setting (S).
We note that F 1 of the ATAS versions is consistently and considerably better than all baselines in all settings. E.g., line 6 shows system F 1 on T l test of ATAS-TC (.765 for S-SEL, .689 for U-SEL) and ATAS-CRF (.783 for S-SEL, .654 for U-SEL) compared to Z-CRF (.631), FRTC (.430), and the C-value baseline (.350) . The better results mainly come from higher recall (except for C-value, which is also beaten in precision). In general, precision of the baselines is higher, but recall much smaller than for ATAS. This shows that (i) statistical classifiers can be successfully trained for ATA using our method for automatically generating training data and (ii) these classifiers beat a state-of-the-art system in both S-SEL and U-SEL settings.
Comparing S-SEL and U-SEL shows that precision and recall for U-SEL are lower than for S-SEL. For instance, F 1 of ATAS-TC on T l test is .765 for S-SEL and .689 for U-SEL; F 1 of ATAS-CRF is .783 for S-SEL and .654 for U-SEL (line 6). In general, we note a bigger drop in recall than in precision, indicating that U-SEL does not generalize as well as S-SEL. However, the U-SEL numbers are significantly better than the Z-CRF FRTC, and C-value baselines.
When comparing ATAS-TC with ATAS-CRF we note that ATAS-CRF consistently has higher precision and lower recall. In most cases, ATAS-TC has considerably higher recall, leading to higher F 1 . This is not surprising given that feature selection was performed for ATAS-TC. Nevertheless, ATAS-CRF can compete with ATAS-TC in terms of F 1 . Furthermore, ATAS-CRF produces more stable results because it shows less variance in F 1 across settings.
Comparing S and G scores shows that knowing exact boundaries has a great impact on results, especially on precision; looking at S-SEL numbers in line 4 in Table 3 , precision for ATAS-TC (resp., ATAS-CRF) is .696 in S vs. .753 in G (resp., .774 in S vs. .832 in G). Similar differences also hold for U-SEL numbers. In general, ATAS-TC profits more from knowing exact boundaries than ATAS-CRF. This leads us to the conclusion that the linguistic filter would greatly benefit from a (statistical) measure of unithood. Note that this also holds for the baselines; deciding about the termness of gold boundary candidates seems to be easier, especially for C-value.
All observations hold for T For each evaluation point, we randomly add training examples from the full set. F 1 starts at .834 for 0.1% of training data (344 training examples) and rises to .864 for 100% (353,238 examples) , with a small drop at 50%. Note that 1000 examples roughly correspond to one annotated patent. The main results of this experiment are that (i) a modest amount of automatically labeled training data gives good performance and (ii) the more automatically labeled data the better. The last point is not a trivial finding, given that training data was generated automatically. The logarithmic graph shows a nearly linear increase in F 1 for each doubling of the training data.
To further investigate the quality of the generated training data, we compared automatically and manually produced training examples. We compare results for 13238 manual and 13238 automatic labels (setting G, ATAS-TC). We get precision and recall of .811 and .805 for manual and .762 and .850 for automatic annotations, resulting in similar F1 scores: .808 vs. .804 for manual and automatic annotations, respectively. We believe that the differences in recall are an artifact of the randomization we performed before removing automatic training samples. Manual labels are entire patents; in contrast, automatic labels come from all patents in the training set, leaving us with a more diverse set than the manual version.
Error Analysis
We found two major types of false negatives. First, infrequent terms are problematic. It is hard to judge termness when having limited information about a candidate, especially if it appears only once or twice in a document. Second, POS errors prevent the system from finding some candidates; e.g., the noun "current" is frequently mistagged as adjective. Incorrect POS tags also lead to incorrect boundaries.
We found four major types of false positives. First, incorrect modifiers lead to partially incorrect terms. 27% of false positives are of this type. Second, incorrectly recognized figure references cause incorrect system decisions; e.g., our patterns incorrectly parse an expression like "value PBA" as a figure reference even though it is instead a named output of a component. Third, very frequent non-terms are commonly classified as terms. Almost all frequent candidates are terms, so that the term candidate classifier has difficulty correctly identifying the exceptions from this pattern.
Finally, if a candidate is a term in one context it may be a non-term in another. A good example for this are general single token terms like "apparatus". Before figure references they are terms, e.g., "one preferred form of apparatus 22". In such cases the figure reference serves as a disambiguator. However, in other positions they are non-terms, e.g., "They include braces, collars, splints and other similar apparatus".
Conclusion and Future Work
This paper introduces a method for ATA with two novel aspects: (i) new powerful features for ATA and (ii) a procedure for generating an ATA training set in an unsupervised fashion. The training set generation method produces high quality training data, even when compared to manual annotations. It is language-independent: It can be applied to patents in any language if the definition of term candidates is modified for the target language. It is also domain-independent: it can be applied to patents of any domain. The training data can be successfully used to train ATA models, both term candidate classification as well as CRF models. Even in a completely unsupervised setting the models outperform a state-of-the-art baseline. We found that using more automatically labeled training data and using better term boundaries results in better performance.
In future work, we plan to incorporate term variation patterns (Daille et al., 1996; Jacquemin, 2001 ) in the expansion process to decrease the number of FNs and increase recall. We would also like to improve the terminology identification module because we found that incorrect identified boundaries affect performance greatly.
Finally, we are planning to extend our approach to languages other than English. Our methods are language-independent to the extent that a body of patents exists for many common languages. Since we generate the training set automatically, all we need to do to cover another language is to adapt the linguistic filters for candidate identification.
